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PREFACE 

In August, 1960, the Ford Foundation ma.de a grant to The RAND Corpo

ration to undertake an exploratory study of urban transportation. One 

objective of this study is to develop a generalized model of an urban 

complex, to be used in analyzing the intricate interrelationships between 

transportation and the spatial distribution of economic activities. The 

general approach to be followed in developing this model bas been outlined 

in J. F. Kain and J. R. Meyer, A First Approximation to a RAND Model for 

Study of Urban Transportation, The RAND Corporation, Memorandum RM-2878-FF, 

October, 1961. 

The present Memorandum is a report on work in progress directed 

toward the development of a submodel of household behavior for inclusion 

in the projected model of an urban complex. It served as a basis for 

discussion of these IJX)del-building efforts at the Committee on Urban 

Economics meeting held at RAND on March 15 and 16, 1962. 

Our objective in circulating it to urban researchers at this point 

is to obtain a wider discussion, evaluation, and criticism of this re

search, in order that useful suggestions may be incorporated in the final 

household submodel. 
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SUMMARY 

This Memorandum describes a multiple equation model of heusehold 

1ocational and tripma.king behavior, to be used in RAND's study of urban 

transportation. It is an important first step toward the larger goal of 

developing a residential location and tripmaking submodel for use in the 

projected RAND model of an urban cormnunity. 

The model presented here is a multiple equation recursive model, 

estimated by applying least squares multiple regression techniques to 

cross-sectional data obtained from the Detroit Area Traffic Study's home

interview origin and destination study. The worktrips of more than 40,000 

sampled workers were aggregated to 254 spatially separate workplace zones. 

The model explains four types of locational and tripmaking behavior f'or 

the white workers employed in these 254 zones: residential space con

sumption, automobile ownership, modal choice, and length of' journey-to

work. In all, the f'inal model has seven statistical and two def'initional 

equations. T'ne dependent variables for these nine equations include f'our 

measures for residential space consumption, one f'or auto ownership, three 

f'or mode choice, and one for length of journey-to-work. The dependent 

variables f'or residential space consumption are the percentage of each 

zone's workers residing in single-family units, the percentage residing 

in two-family dwelling units, the percentage residing in multiple units, 

and the percentage residing in non-dwelling-unit quarters. The automobile 

, ownership variable is the mean automobile ownership of a zone's workers. 

The three mode choice variables are the percentage of' the zone's workers 

who are auto drivers, the percentage who are public transit users, and 

the percentage who are neither. The mean elapsed time spent by the zone's 
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workers in reaching work from their places of residence is the measure 

of the journey-to-work 

The exogenous variables included in the model are the mean family 

income of the zone's workers, a proxy variable for the price of residen-

tial space for each zone's workers, the ma.le proportion of the zone's 

workers, the proportion of the zone's workers belonging to families 

having a single wage earner, and the level of transit service at each 

workplace zone. 

The proportion of explained variance for the seven statistical 

equations is uniformly high; the regression coefficients are in general 

statistically significant at the one-per-cent level, and they have signs 

consistent with the underlying consumer-choice hypotheses upon which the 

statistical model is based. 

Both the direct and the indirect effects of exogenous changes in the 

independent variables are examined in the model. The effects of changes 

in the level of income, of shifts in the location rent surface, and of 

changes in the level of transit service on each of the dependent variables 

is considered in detail. The results appear largely as postulated a priori. 

In nearly every instance the indirect effects on the dependent variables 

of changes in the exogenous variabJ.es were as great or greater than were 

the direct effects. 

As tests of the hypotheses underlying our model-building efforts and 

Gf eur general approach as previously outlined,* these results are hearten-

ing. They apparently lend strong support to the appropriateness of the 

*See J. F. Kain and J. R. Meyer, A First Approxima. ti on to a RAND Model 
for Study of Urban Transportation, The RAND Corporation, Memorandum RM-
2878-FF, October, 1961. 
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general approach to the problems of urban transportation and development 

followed in the RAND study of urban transportation; and they reinforce our 

contention that these problems cannot adequately be dealt vi.th piecemeal, 

but must be considered as a part of an interdependent process of urban 

growth and development. 
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I. INTROWCTION 

This study deals with the locational and tripma.king behavior of Detroit 

workers. Locational behavior here applies to the consumption of an inter

related bundle of residential and transportation goods and services. Trip

making in this context is limited to the weekday journey to and from work. 

The statistical analysis is designed to explore the interrelationships in 

consumption between the.complementary goods, housing and transportation. 

It is hoped that it will provide information useful in understanding and 

explaining the location decisions of households and their implications for 

urban transportation and land-use planning. 

The mdel deals with four complementary cODDDOClities that are of concern 

either to the planning and provision of transportation services or to the 

planning of the spatial distribution of urban activities. Underlying this 

model are a number of hypotheses concerning consumer choices or preferences. 

In part, the empirical work presented represents a test of these hypotheses; 

more importantly, however, the m::>del is designed to make explicit some of 

the interrrelationships between land-use and transportation. It should be 

of use in helping to ascertain how changes in the availability of trans

portation services aff'ect the spatial distribution of urban areas. The 

four comm::>dities used as dependent variables are residential space consump

tion or residential density, automobile ownership, the choice of transporta

tion mode for the journey-to-work, and the length of the journey-to-work. 

In essence, it is hypothesized that the household's choice ot a residential 

density or residential space consumption is interrelated w:tth its choice 

about automobile ownership, its choice of a Journey-to-work mode, and the 

length of its journey-to-work. Its selection of a residential location is 
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in turn affected by the transportation :facilities available, its inc0100, 

the price these low-density residential services cost, etc. !he residen"tial 

4enaity level at which it resides is in a like way interrel&W4. Similarly, 

the length of' time the worker spends cemmuting and the distance he travels 

are determined by his preference for low-density residential services and 

whether he in fact consumes them, his income, the valuation he places on 

time, the characteristics and costs of available transportation, his choice 

of mode, etc. It is the purpose of this model to examine and explain these 

interrelationships. 

A four-equation model is :formulated as a means of systematically exam

ining these interrelationships; the D:>del's dependent variables were selected 

as representing key variables for urban land use and transportation planning. 

Residential space consumption, the first equation in the model, largely 

determines the form, structure, and size of our urban areas. Much of the 

concern among urban land use planners may be traced to the fact that cities 

today appear to be developing at much lower densities than those of the past, 

while most urban planners have a predisposition :for a high-density, compact 

urban form. The charged terminology adopted to 4escribe today's residential 

development attests to their concern: urban sprawl, scatteration, and the 

like. In fact, however, today's urban development is largely a low-density 

residential development o~ an extent unparalleled in history. 

The model's second equation is an autombile ownership :f\mction. A 

household's decision to buy or not to buy one or more automobiles clearly 

lllnges on its decisions about its level of residential space oma\llllP'tion, 

the location of its werk;place, the availability, efficiency, laYel of 

service and costs of alternative transportation md.es, its income, etc. A 
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aumber of metropolitan traffic studies have used autmoobile ovnership as a 

key predictive variable in their mode-choice and travel-pre4iotion equations 

'fithout adequately recognizing its interdependence with a numlMr of other 

~iables. This interdependence must be more :f'ully understood :for a high 

level of transportation and land-use planning. 

The m:>del' s third function is a choice-of-mode ::f'unction. The household's 

choice of mode is highly interrelated with its decision on whether or not to 

buy an automobile. If the worker owns an automobile there is a good cha.nee 

he will use it in his journey-to-work; the male worker is more likely to do 

so than is the female. The decision on whether to use alternative modes is 

aJ.so highly dependent upon the level of service provided by the alternative 

nodes and upon the worker's decision about the consumption of residential 

space. The labor-force participation of the worker's family is also import

ant; when the family has more than one wage earner, it is highly probable 

that only one will be an automobile driver. 

The final ::f'unction in the residential-location and tripmaking model is 

the length of the journey-to-work, which again is highly dependent on the 

worker's consumption of residential space, the price of residential space in 

relation to distance from his workpla.ce, whether he is a male Q}' female, etc. 
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II. THE K>DEL 

Equations (1) through (4) describe the household locational and trip-
-

nJdng model. Because it is necessary in some cases to use more 

than a single statistic to measure one of the dependent variables in 

Eqs. (1) through (4), the final statistical model includes more equations. 

The locational and tripmaking model includes four endogenous variables 

(i.e., determined within the model), and six exogenous variables (i.e., 

determined outside the model), and variables from which the variables 

included in the model are assumed to be substantially independent. The 

sequence o:f these four equations is important. It is assumed that the 

worker selects the residential density at which he wishes to reside on the 

basis of his space preference, his income, and the price per unit he must 

pay for residential space. In this model, space preference is measured by 

the variables of family size and other household and worker characteristics. 

The price of residential space is indicated by a proxy variable and depends 

largely upon the location of the -workplace. 

Having ma.de his decision about his consumption of residential space, 

it is postulated he decides whether to purchase an automobile. This decision 

depends on his previous decision about the level of residential space con-

sumption, his income, the level of transit service available at his -workplace, 

and his preference for automobile ownership and operation. This preference 

1• heavily dependent upon his sex and upon the size of his family. 

(1) 

(2) 
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(3) Mij = f3(Rij' yij' Bj, Sij' Aij). 

(4) Tij = f4(Rij' yij' Pj, Sij' Nij' MiJ). 

Endogenous Variables: 

Rij = the residential space consl.llllPtion of the i-th worker employed at 

the j-th workplace; 

Tij = the length of the journey-to-work by the i-th worker at the j-th 

workplace; 

Aij = auto ownership of the i-th worker at the j-th workplace; 

Mij = the n¥>de choice by the i-th worker at the j-th workplace. 

Exogenous Variables: 

Yij = the fami]S' income of the i-th worker at the j-th workplace; 

Pj =a proxy variable for the price of residential space per unit at the 

j-th workplace; 

s1j = sex of the i-th worker e~loyed at the j-th workplace; 

Nij =labor-force participation by ij's family; i.e., number of fa.mils' 

members employed; 

Bj = level of transit service at the j-th workplace; 

Fij = size of the i-th worker's fa.mils' at the j-th workplace. 

The fourth :function states that the length of the journey-to-work ma.de 

by the 1-th worker employed at j is dependent upon his previous decisions 

ft.bOut the consumption of residential space and his choice Gt _.., bis 

tud.ly income, his sex, and the price of' residential space at his workplace. 

The reasoning underlying these statements will be considered at greater 

length below, when each :function is estimated statistically. 

r 
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III. THE MN.L"HOD 

The analysis seeks to explain variations in the locational and trip

DBking behavior of white workers employed in 254 workplace zones in the 

Detroit metropolitan area. (See Fig. 1.) These zones are the traffic 

analysis zones defined by the Detroit Area Traffic Study for its analysis. 

The empirical work presented in this Memorandum uses as a data source 

the home interview origin and destination study conducted by the Detroit 

Area Traffic Study in 1953, which was part of a comprehensive metropolitan 

traffic study conducted for the Detroit metropolitan area in the same year. 

The data consist of the origins and destinations of worktrips, information 

on the characteristics of the workers ma.king these trips, information on 

the characteristics of the households to which the tripma.ker belonged, 

and certain attributes of the trips themselves, for a stratified random 

sample which includes information from approximately 40,000 Detroit house

holds. 

The mod.el formulated above is expressed in tenns of the locational 

and tripma.king behavior of a single worker. For the statistical analysis 

presented here, the model is aggregated to the 254 workplace zones in 

Fig. 1. 

The unit of observation for the variables used in the model is thus 

the white labor force of each workplace zone, or the zone itself. The 

independent variables measure attributes either of the zone's white work

force or of the zone itself. These variables so defined are used to test 

or evaluate a model or set of hypotheses based on choice &88UllQ>tions per

taining tc;i an individual household. The implicit assumption underlying 

these statistical mod.els is that there are systematic differences in the 
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labor forces of the various workplace zones and in the zones themselves, 

which are reflected in the independent variables included in the consumer 

choice mod.el. It is further assumed that these systematic variations are 

reflected in a meaningf'ul way by the aggregation procedures. In a sense, 

the aggregation performed here defines a representative worker for each 

workplace zone reflecting the characteristics of the constituent labor

force members. It is hypothesized, therefore, that the behavior of this 

representative worker's household should be consistent with that postulated 

from the consumer choice model for an actual household having characteris

tics of the representative household. This represents the rationale 

underlying the empirical tests presented here. 

The :f'unctions themselves are estimated from cross-sectional data using 

least-squares multiple-regression techniques. The actual estimation equa

tions are given in following sections. As noted previously, these equations 

are designed to estimate four types of functions: residential space con

sumption, auto ownership, mode choice, and length of journey-to-work. The 

results of the estimating procedures for these four sets of equations are 

given individually in sections that follow, along with a discussion of the 

theory or hypotheses underlying each set of estimating equations and the 

implications of the results. A set of "best" estimating equations is 

presented in the last section, and the implications of the model as a whole 

are discussed. 
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IV. STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF THE K>DEL'S FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

THE RESIDENTIAL SPACE CONSUMPTION FUNCTIONS 

Because of the characteristics of the data available b'om the Detroit 

Area Traffic Study, which must be used to measure residential space con-

sumptian, more than a single dependent variable -- and thus more than a 

single equation -- must be used to measure and estimate the consumption of 

residential space by Detroit households. The theoretical concept of resi-

dential space underlying the consumer choice model is closely approximated 

by lot size in the case of single-family units, and by some proportion of 

the land used for the structure in the case of multiple units. Ideally, 

lot size should be weighted by neighborhood density and the density of the 

immediate community. I8ta collected by the Detroit Area Traffic Study did 

not include the amount of space occupied by each dwelling unit; since this 

preferred measure was unavailable, it was necessary to use structure type 

as a measure of residential density. This measure has a number of obvious 

shortcomings, the most important probably being that it fails to account 

for significant differences in lot size for single-family dwellings. Even 

so, the structure-type variable is probably closely related to the one the -

author would have preferred using for this analysis. 

In addition to representing somewhat less than the desired definition, 

structure type is also an attribute-statistic, not easily used in a mul-

, tiple regression model like the one employed in this study. For these 

'. r.sons it is necessary to use four dependent variables to def'ine the 
' 

residential space consumption of zone j's workers: the percentage of 

zone j's workers residing in single-family dwelling units, the percentage 

residing in two-family dwelling units, the percentage residing in multiple 
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dwelling units, and the percentage residing in other types of dwelling 

places, including rooming houses, hotels, trailer camps, etc. 

In place of Eq. {l), we then have for estimating purposes three 

linear statistical and one definitional equation. The aggregation to 

workplace zones is indicated by the omission of the i subscript. 

(la) R~ 
J 

= a + a1Fj + a 2yj + a 3pj + a4sj + a~j . 
R2 ' 1 l ' ' ' (lb) = a + a1Fj + a 2yj + a 3pj + a 4sj + a~j j 

"' " II II II II 

(le) R~ = a + alFj + a2yj + a3pj + a 4sj + et5Nj . 
(ld) R~ = l - R~ - R~ - R~ 

J J J J 

Dependent Variables 

R~ = the percentage of zone j's workers residing in single -family units; 
J 

R2 = the percentage of zone j's workers residing in two-family units; j 
Rm = the percentage of zone j's workers residing in multiple units; 

j 

Ro = the percentage of zone j's workers residing in other types of j 

dwelling places -- rooming houses, hotels, trailers, etc. 

Independent Variables 

Five independent variables are included in the residential space 

consumption models: 

. Fj = the percentage of zone j's workers belonging to families having 

more than two members; 

Y. = the mean household income of zone j's w~rkers; 
J 
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Pj =proxy for the price of residential space, viz.,. 11.5 minus zone 

j's distance from the central business district, with a Jll8.Ximum of 

11.0 miles; 

•j = the percentage of zone j's workers belonging to families having a 

single wage earner; 

S. =the percentage of zone j's workers that are male. 
J 

Equations (la) through (ld) are linear multiple regression equations 

estimated by least squares. Equation (la) states that the proportion of 

zone j's workers residing in single-family dwelling units is a linear 

function of some constant term a, the proportion of j's workers belonging 

to families having more than two members, the mean family income of j's 

workers, a proxy variable indicating the price per unit that households 

must pay for residential space, the percentage of j's workers that are 

male, and the percentage of its workers belonging to families having a 

single wage earner. 

INTERPREI'ATION OF THE RESIDENTIAL SPACE CONSUMPTION EQUATIONS 

The postulate was stated above that the household's locational and 

tripmaking behavior is determined by a complex utility maximization pro-

cedure by households. Households consume varying amounts of residential 

space that depend on the satisfaction they derive from lower-density 

residential living, on the cost of such low-density residential services, 

and on their incomes. With their decision made about residential space 

consumption, we now postulate that this decision, given the transportation 

alternatives available at the wage earners' workplaces, strongly affects 

the households' decision whether to purchase one or more automobiles, 
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their decision to use public or private transportation and, finally, the 

length of time spent in rsa.ching their residences. 

Preference Variables 

Three of the five independent variables might be interpreted as indi

cators of the relative space preferences of each of the workplace zone's 

employees. 

The percentage of workers belonging to families with more than two 

members is the most obvious indicator of a household's pref~rence for 

residential space. Families with more than two members probably spend 

much more time in the home than do one- and two-person families, both out 

of choice and necessity. The home is the focus of a far broader range of 

activities than it is for the one- and two-person family. Families with 

children value having an attached play-yard, and certainly neighbors value 

the air space between their respective dwelling units. 

The male percentage of a zone's workers also represents a variable 

which may stratify the worker population into groups having greater or 

lesser space preferences. Workplaces employing a large proportion of 

females are pr<..>bably heavily weighted by firms employing large numbers of 

female clerical and secretarial workers. Members of this group are most 

often single, or bel0ng to two-person families without children. The 

positive incentives for consuming larger quantities of residential space 

are therefore probably weaker for this group. '!bis is true for still 

another reason: since women have to do most of the h~usekeeping, the 

burden is much heavier for them when they are holding outside jobs, and 

the larger the living space the heavier the burden becomes. F<l>r many 

working females, larger living space may thus actually have a negative 
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utility. In addition, since working wives spend less time in the home 

they have less opportunity to enjoy it. 

The percentage of j's workers belonging to families vi th a single 

wage earner is in some way similar to the variable described above. A 

disproportionate number of multiple-wage-earner families are smaller 

families, and probably spend more time outside the home than do families 

with a single wage earner. Consequently, this group probably also places 

a lower value on residential space. 

Income Variables 

The most obviQus income measure included in the analysis is the mean 

family income of j's workers. The Detroit Metropolitan Area Traffic Stud.,.v 

did not include family income on its survey questionnaire. For the empir

ical testing carried out in this study, a household income variable was 

estimated from each worker's occupation. This defines an extremely crude 

income index. Occupation was coded in the study only for the census one

digit occupational codes. The study used the median earnings of Detroit's 

workers in 1949 for each of these occupational groupings. Table 1 lists 

these one-digit occupational groupings. 

The family income estimate was obtained by assigning to each family 

member in the labor force.the 1949 median income for the appropriate occu

pati0nal group, and summing these medians over all working members within 

the family. Even if each worker's income were correct, this definition of 

family income would fail to include non-wage a.nd salary income. Despite 

its crudeness, however, the estimate may reflect the underlying relation

ships and be useful in the analysis. 
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Table 1 

INCOME BY OCCUPATION AND SEX FOR DJ!m{()IT WORKERS, 1949 

Occupation Median Males Median Fen:ales 

Professional, tech-
nical and Jr~ndred 
workers $4, 711. $2,807. 

Managers, officials, 
proprietors 4,777. 2,495. 

Clerical 3,332. 2,272. 

Sales workers 2,529. 1,442. 

Craftsmen, foremen 3,784. 2,397. 

Operatives 3,144. 2,238. 

Service workers, 
excluding private 2,863. 1,372. 

La.borers, except farm 
and mine 2,688. 1,944. 

SJURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 
1950. Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population, Part 22, 
Michigan, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 
1952. Table 78, Income in 1949 of the Experienced Civilian 
Labor Force by Occupation and Sex, for the State and for 
Standard Metropolitan Areas of 250,000 or more: 1950. 

Price Variables 

The most important and probably most controversial variable included 

, in the estima.ting equation is that of distance from the Central Business 

. District. It is interpreted li!-S a proxy variable describing the relative 

·price of residential space for whites employed in each of the 254 workplace 

zones. The actual variable employed is defined as 11.5 minus the miles 

distant from the Central Business District, with a maximum value of 11.0. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the function employed in the regression equation as 

a location rent proxy. 

Miles from Central Business District 

Fig. 2 -- The Location Rent Proxy for Workplaces at Various Distances 

The author offers, as a provisional hypothesis, that there is a market 

for residential space and that there exists in each urban area a set of 

prices or rents for residential sites that vary from one location to 

another. These prices are an economic rent that landlords can obtain 

from households for more accessible sites. The rents on these more ac-

cessible sites arise because of households' collective efforts to economize 

on transportation costs. These rents, referred to hereafter as location 

rents, are a direct function of distance from IIBjor workplaces and the 

level of employment at these workplaces, and an inverse t'unctie>n of the 

supply of urban space. 

This hypothesis is a simplification of the urban land market. Other 

forces, in addition to the distribution of employment, affect location 
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rents in urban areas. Government, industry, and businesses all compete 

with households for urban space. Households also value access to major 

cultural, commercial, and recreational centers. All of these forces, and 

a large number of others, affect both the level and distribution of loca

tion rents. Despite this the major determinant, to an overwhelming extent, 

of at least residential location rents is probably the level and distribu

tion of employment. 

It is assumed that the location rents Detroit whites must pay per 

unit residential space of a given quality and amenity decrease with dis

tance from the center, with rents very high near the business district and 

very low near the circumference. The rate of decrease is assumed to be 

substantial near the center and very slight near the periphery. The use 

of the term "Detroit whites" is intentional, since the nonwhite market for 

residential space is dissimilar from that for whites, because of racial 

segregation, and requires a much different definition. 

These assumptions about the shape of the location rent surface are 

obtained from the above premises about the determinants of the surface. 

It is stated there that location rents result from the competition for 

nearby residential space among workers employed in the same general area. 

If we draw concentric rings around the Central Business District, the 

number of workers employed in each ring may be thought of as representing 

the number of dema.nders for residential space within the ring, and the 

number of acres in the ring as the supply of residential space. In Detroit 

Ring 1, the Central Business District, includes only 0.2 per cent of the 

available space within the study area, but provides jobs tor nearly 11 per 

cent of Detroit's workers. Detroit has 60 per cent of its employment 
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located within six miles of the Central Business District, but only 10 

per cent of the land within the study area is located there. 1his indi-

cates excess demand for space in the close-in rings, and a substantial 

lessening of demand in the outer. The relatively low level of demand for 

urban use in the outermost ring is indicated by the large proportion of 

land which is not in urban use Within the ring. A full 68 per cent of 

the available land in Ring 6 is vacant; if land devoted to streets and 

alleys were subtracted, this figure would be even higher. 

Thus, it is reasonable to e1..rpect that location rents would be very 

high in the Central Business District and nearby, and very low in the 

outermost ring. The high demand for residential space in the inner rings 

is indicated by the high employment -- and, for that matter, high residen-

tial densities. The low demand in outer areas is indicated by low em-

ployment densities, low residential densities, and the large quantities 

of vacant land. Beyond eleven miles, the area is largely rural and the 

decrease in location rents beyond this point would be very minimal. 

It was noted that this is perhaps the most controversial variable 

included in the equation, or at least this study's interpretation of it. 

A number of excellent theoretical works those by Alonso and Wingo, 

for example* -- have obtained site rent or location rent surfaces in an 

urban area assuming positive transportation costs and utility maximization 

by households. 

*William Alonso, "A Theory of the Urban Land Mirket," Papers and 
Proceed.in s of the Re ona.l Science Association, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 
Fhiladelphia, 1 O; and Lowd.on Wingo, Jr., Transportation and Urban Land, 
Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, D. c., 1§61. 
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These works have a common shortcoming, a lack of adequate and ex

plicit treatment of time, depreciation, obsolescence, and other problems 

of housing market dynamics; however, these excellent although admittedly 

incomplete theoretical treatments, plus common sense and some fragmentary 

empirical evidence, support the hypotheses about location rents as being 

reasonable. Arrayed against this provisional interpretation of the loca

tion rent function is the opinion of a number of knowledgeable institu

tional real estate economists and other urban researchers, vrho instead 

stress precisely those elements that lack adequate theoretical foundation. 

O:,a.ter on, this study presents some indirect evidence on the appropriate

ness of these assumptions, by analyzing some of the results obtained from 

the estimating equations.) 

THE ESTIMATING EQUATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL SPACE CONSUMPTION 

The regression equations for residential space consumption are given 

in Tables 2 through 4. The equation for the percentage of zone j's 

workers residing in single-family dwelling units explains 56 per cent of 

the total variance in the dependent variable. The equation for the per

centage residing in multiple units explains 44 per cent of the total 

variance, and that for two-family dwelling units only 23 per cent. All 

the regression coefficients except that for income differ significantly 

from zero at the one-per-cent level in Eqs. (la) and (le). In the two

:f'amily-dwelling equation, only the location rent proxy and the family 

labor-force-participation variable are statistically significant at that 

level. 

At least two interpretations are suggested. by the income variable's 

low level of significance. The proportion of the zone's workers residing 
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Table 2 

EQUATION (la): RIDRESSION EQUATION FOR THE PERC~ RISIDING 
IN SINGLE-FAMILY IMELLING UNITS 

F. s. Y. P. N. 
Variable J J J J J 

Regression Coeff. .254 .136 .023 -2.62 -.184 

Std. Error .o62 • O'iO .OT~ .197 • nlL ~ 

Partial Corr. Coeff. .25 .17 .02 - .65 -.26 

.56 
Inter-

59.40 
Std Er-

8.66 Coe:f:f. o:f Det. cept ror Est. 

Table 3 

EQUATION (lb): RIDRESSION EQUATION FOR THE PERC:E!NTAGE RESIDING 
IN TWO-FAMILY DWELLING UNITS 

F. S. Y. P. N. 
Variable J J J J J 

Regression Coeff. .084 -.o66 .016 1.43 .141 

Std. Error .054 .o43 .o63 .17 .o~S 

Partial Corr. Coeff. .10 -.10 .02 .47 .23 
Inter- Std Er-

Coeff. of Det. .23 cept 1.77 ror Est. 7.S4 

Table 4 

EQUATION (le): RIDRESSION EQUATION FOR THE PERCENTAGE RESIDING 
IN MULTIPLE DWELLING UNITS 

F. sj yj P. N. 
Ve.riable J J J 

le1rression Coeff. -.215 -.115 .015 l.~ • oq8 

Std. Error .o43 .034 .050 .J...'5 .029 
; 

Partial Corr. Coeff. -.30 -.21 .02 .50 .21 
Inter- Std Er-

7.54 Coeff. of Det. .44 ce-pt 1.77 ror Est. 
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in single-family, multiple, or two-family dwelling units nay be invariant 

to the workplace zone's mean household income. If the aggregation proce

dures employed are valid, this would suggest that the household's con

sumption of residential space is income inelastic. In this instance, it 

is possible that the definitional shortcomings of the dependent variables 

are important. The choice of structure type may be relatively insensitive 

to variations in the level of income, but there may be a significant and 

unmeasured relationship between lot size ana income. The second admis

sible interpretation is that the income estimate fails to measure house

hold income adequately. (The potential shortcomings and crude nature of 

the variable were discussed above.) The income variable is statistically 

significant, hmrever, in some of the equations to follow. Even so, it is 

still possible that there is a significant inco~e-structure type relation

ship that is not exhibited here because of inadequacies of the data. If 

this is true, it suggests that in those equations where the variable is 

statistically significant the relationship is probably also understated. 

In addition, some of the income effects may be picked up by the 

percentage of workers belonging to families with a single wage earner and 

percentage ma.le variables. Both of these would be expected to be posi

tively correlated with household income. 

Of the remaining four variables, the most important in all three 

equations appears to be the location rent proxy obtained from the trun

cated distance from the Central Business District variable. Its sign is 

wbat would be expected. a priori for all variables. 

In the first equation, for the percentage of the zone's verkers 

residing in single-family dwelling units, the sign is negative. This is 
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interpreted to mean that the proportion of a worh-place's employees re

siding in single-fanily dwelling units decreases as the price per unit of 

residential space increases. In the remaining two equations the converse 

is true. 

Truncating the workplace's distance from the Central Business Dis

trict at eleven miles in constructing the location rent proxy signifi

cantly improves the explanatory power of the estimating equations. It 

was postulated earlier that location rents should initially tend to de

crease With distance from the Central Business District, but that they 

should tend to flatten out or to decrease only slightly With distance 

from the center once predominantly rural areas are reached. For purposes 

of comparison, identical regression equations were estimated for Eqs. (la) 

and (le), using the location rent proxy without the truncation (i.e., Pj = 

11.5 minus j's distance in miles from the Central Business District). The 

results were very similar, With only two important differences: the coef

ficient of multiple determination was only 0.47 for the first equation and 

0.40 for the second. The partial correlation coefficient for the non

truncated location rent proxy was -0.42 in the first equation and 0.44 in 

the second. Thus this simple modification of the location rent proxy in 

terms of our a priori beliefs about the determinants and characteristics 

of the location rent surface substantially increased the explanatory power 

of the estimating equation. This suggests that further improvements rrny 

be achieved, if a more adequate location rent proxy is obtained.. 

There are other important reasons for discovering another location 

rent proxy in addition to increasing the size of its regreesien coefficient 

and/or reducing the amount of unexplained variance. We would expect the 
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surface of location rents to be modified by changes in transportation 

technology, by changes in the availability and cost of alternative trans

portation services, and by growth and development of the metropolitan 

area. If we are to be successful in our efforts to understand and explain 

these urban processes, it is essential that we be able to explain and pre

dict changes in this surface. 'Ille simple proxy variable used here, al

though yielding what are in many ways useful and interesting results, does 

not incorporate any of these market dynamics. 

'Illere is an interesting relationship between the location rent proxy 

and the family-size variable exhibited in the three equations. Two-family 

structures have many of the characteristics of both single-family and 

multiple units. In particular, they have much of the privacy, size, and 

other attributes of single-family units. These are achieved at much higher 

densities, however. Comparison of its estimating equation and that for 

single-family units may suggest some of the relationships that would appear 

if the single-family dwelling unit variable reflected differences in lot 

size. 'Ille first equation states that a high proportion of workers resides 

in single-family units in those zones where the price of residential space 

is low and where there is a high proportion of workers belonging to fami

lies of more than two persons. T.he second equation, for two-family dwel

ling units, also states that higher proportions of' two-family occupancy 

a.re found in those zones having a larger proportion of workers in larger 

ta.milies, but it differs from the first in that higher occupancy is also 

to'Wld. in zones where the price of residential space is high. !be final 

equation states that there is a high occupancy of multiple units both when 

location rents are high and when there is a large proportion of one- and 

two-member families. 
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This suggests the following interpretation. Larger famil.ies and 

those with children have a clear preference for single-fa.mil¥ detached 

units because of their privacy, greater space, attached play-yards, and 

the 1.ike. When wage earners are empl.oyed at workplaces where surrounding 

land val.ues or location rents are reasonabl.y low -- that is, in outl.ying 

areas with low employment densities -- they will nearly always occupy 

single-family dwelling units. As the price of residential space or 1.and 

values rise around the more central workplaces with higher employment 

densities, more larger households begin to accept higher-density types of 

1.iving arrangements. The duplex is a 1.ogical compromise where location 

rents or site rents are very high since, as noted above, it has many of 

the attributes of the single-famil.y house, but is much more parsimonious 

in its utilization of scarce and expensive urban space. 

· T'ne higher occupancy of single-famil.y units by zones having a large 

proportion of workers belonging to families with more than a single wor1::.er 

suggests the possibility of an income effect. An income effect is al.so 

suggested by the positive sign for "percentage male" in the first equation 

and the negative sign for "percentage ma.le" in the other two equations. 

ANALYSIS OF THE RESIDUALS 

In this section an ana.1.ysis of the spatial distribution of the resi

dual.s obtained from Eq. (1) is carried out to determine if these residuals 

appear to have any noticeable spatial pattern. This is done in order to 

provide evidence about the appropriateness of the assumptions made here 

about the location rent surface, and to point toward ways to improve the 

model. The residual.s, or the differences in the actual and predicted 

values of the dependent variabl.e, were computed for each of the 254 
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workplace zones shown in Fig. l; they were then aggregated to workplace 

districts, composed of a mnnber of contiguous workplace zenes. For each 

ef these workplace districts the mean residual was obtained. ibis ag-

gregation, it was felt, should tend to cancel out many of the non-spatial 

variations in the residuals. The mean residua.ls for each of the 40 work-

place districts are shown in Fig. 3. A minus sign indicates that the per-

centage of workers residing in single-family dwelling units was on the 

average overestimated for the workplace zones included in that district .. 

A plus means the percentage was on the average underestimated. If all the 

remaining differences in the residuals (i.e., those not removed by the 

aggregation to districts) were accounted for by shortco:nings in the proxy 

variable for location rents, the meaning would be that the price of resi-

dential space is understated in those districts where the sign is negative 

and overstated where it is positive. 

The mean residuals in Fig. 3 exhibit an interesting and suggestive 

spatial pattern. For the shaded districts in the figure they have a minus 

value exceeding -1. 0 -- an event considered particularly re.re. Earlier in 

this Memorandum, as well as elsewhere, the author has contended that there 

should be a metropolitan schedule of location rents, and that this schedule 

should be directly related to the distribution and level of employment and 

inversely related to the supply of urban space available for residential 

use.* Consideration of the employment distribution for Detroit may 

*More elaborate comments on the surface ~f location rents JIBY be 
found in J. F. Ka.in, "The Journey-to-Work as a Determinant ot Residential 
Location," Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science Assoc., 1962; 
and idem, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation of the same title, Univ. of Calif., 
Berkeley, 1961. 
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Fig. 3 -- Mean Residuals Obtained for the Regression Equation 
upon the Percentage Residing in Single-Family Units 
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therefore be helpful in interpreting the pattern of mean residuals shown 

in Fig. 3. 

Part 1 of the Report of the Detroit Area Traffic Study describes 

Detroit's employment distribution as follows: 

Although the pattern of worker distribution may 
appear somewhat confused and complex at :f'irst glance, 
the basic form is relatively simple. Primary and most 
intense concentration is in the Central Business Dis
trict. Abutting the downtown and spread out in both 
directions along the waterfront are high density work
places. Similar accumulations exist a short distance 
out the major re.dials. Along Woodward Avenue, how
ever, a heavy concentration exists along the entire 
distance to the New Center Area {Woodward and Grand 
Boulevard) where another peak of commercial employment 
exists. To the east of the New Center Area, a band of 
high density industrial workplaces extends to a peak 
at the Dodge plant in Hamtramck. Surrounding this 
heavy core of workplace concentrations is a ring of 
industrial workplaces along the belt :railroad at a 
distance of five to six miles from th~ city center.* 

The above quotation is presented because its description of the em-

ployment surface correlates closely with the overestimates of residential 

space consumption shown in Fig. 3. A large proportion of the areas for 

which the location rent proxy is apparently too low are included in the 

above quotation from the Detroit report. 

Figure 4 gives the employment for each of the workplace districts. 

The largest concentration of employment is of course in the Central 

Business District: 102,000 workers. This level is nearly reached in two 

other districts shown in Fig. 4. The heavy industrial employment concen

trations mentioned in the above quotation, at from five to six miles from 

the Central Business District, are clearly shown in Fig. 4. 

*Detroit Metropolitan Area Traffic Study, Part I, Data Summary and 
Interpretation, July, 1955, p. 36. 
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This examination of the employment distribution in Fig. 4 and of the 

distribution of mean residuals in Fig. 3 suggests that the proxy variable 

defined from the variable of distance from the Central Business District 

probably understates the price of residential space for workers employed 

in those zones located in the high employment density ring described in 

the Detroit study report. This includes Districts 31, 32, 33, 35, and 

37. Districts 44 and 54 straddle Wood'W'B.rd Avenue, Detroit's major com

mercial arterial, which provides by far the highest level of transit ser

vice for central business workers. All of these factors would be expected 

to raise the price of residential space for workers employed in nearby 

areas. 

This evidence tends to support the assumptions JIB.de about the surface 

of location rents and the interpretation of the location rent proxy. Un

doubtedly this interpretation drastically oversimplifies the operation of 

the urban land market. The competitive demands of business, government, 

and industry have already been noted. Msrket imperfections, especially 

residential segregation, would have to be explicitly considered in a com

plete theory of the urban land market. Nevertheless, this analysis 

strongly suggests spatial regularities in the price households must pay 

for residential space; and it suggests that these prices are an important 

influence on household consumption of residential space. 

1HE AU'roMJBILE OWNERSHIP FUNCTION 

A number of metropolitan traffic studies have used automobile owner

ship in their analysis for predicting the number of trips ma.de by house

holds, the mode choice of households, etc. In Part I of the Detroit 

Metropolitan Area Traffic Study, the authors state that a "knowledge of 
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car ownership is the best single predictor of trips per dwelling unit . . 

if car ownership is used to predict the number of trips made by residents 

.in each of the 224 areas, highly reliable results are obtained." The 

authors further state that, "Income and car ownership are closely related 

and one w~uld expect them to exert a similar effect on trip production."* 

In Volume II of the Chicago Area Transportation Study a similar use 

is ?IE.de of the automobile ownership variable. 

The fact of increasing automobile ownership ap
pears to be the most important factor correlated with 
the declining use of buses. It is a good index of 
what is probably the ultimate cause-- rising income. 
With higher income, people are able to buy a more 
personalized type of transportation which is consis
tent with the increased value they ascribe to their 
personal time. Higher quality, as measured by speed 
and convenience, is provided by automobiles.** 

Net residential density is also used as a variable in predicting trip 

volumes and modal split in both reports. This use of auto ownership be-

havior as the major predictive variable is acceptable as far as it goes. 

Our quarrel with this technique is that the auto ownership decision is 

far more interdependent than these studies have suggested, or else that 

the interrelationships have not been ma.de explicit enough. It is probably 

true that, ceteris paribus, automobile ownership and therefore automobile 

use will increase with rising incomes. A number of other considerations, 

however, influence a household's decision on whether to buy an automobile 

and use it in the journey-to-work; these include the household's prefer-

~nces and decisions about the consumption of residential space, the trans-

portation alternatives available to the worker, etc. 

*Ibid., pp. 78-80. 

**Chica o Area 
Projections, July, 

Final Report Volume II, Data 
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The Wilbur Smith report for the Automobile Manufacturers Association 

points out the interdependence of car ownership and a number ef these 

f'actors: "Transit service tends to be more frequent and more extensive 

in larger cities, thereby diverting more travel from automobiles at every 

level of car ownership." The report also points out the relationship 

between car ownership, residential density, the quality of public trans-

portation, income, etc: 

Usually there are more car owners in single
family residential areas than in high density apart
ment areas. Density and income being equal, fewer 
cars are owned and used by persons living near the 
central city than those in outlying areas. Quality 
of public transportation is a factor since areas with 
efficient and frequent public transit often have 
lower car ownership and use than areas with poor 
transit service. High density areas are often in 
proximity to employment and commercial outlets, there
by minimizing the need for private transportation.* 

The authors also report that car ownership apparently is functionally re-

lated to family size. 

In the multiple equation system presented here, the attempt is ma.de 

to explain variations in the mean automobile ownership of workers employed 

in spatially separate workplace locations, given variations iri income, 

alternative service levels of public transportation, varying consumption 

of residential space (determined in the first equation, vhich itself de-

pends on income prices and preferences}, the price of residential space, 

the preference for residential space, the worker's sex, and whether he is 

the only wage earner in the family. 

*Wilbur Smith and Associates, Future Higliways and Urban Growth, under 
commission from The Automobile Manufacturers Association, New Haven, Feb
ruary, 1961. 
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Equation 2 gives the estimating equation for automobile ownership. 

(2) 

where: 

A . = the mean automobile ownership of j ' s workers; 
J 

R~ = the percentage of j's workers residing in single-family units; 
J 

y. = the mean family income of j 1 s workers; 
J 

B. = the coach miles of public bus service within the workplace zone 
J 

in 1958; 

s . = the ma.le percentage of j ' s workers; and 
J 

Fj = the percentage belonging to families with more than two members. 

This equation is also a linear multiple regression equation to be 

fitted by least squares. 

The worker's decision to buy an automobile -- and hence the mean 

automobile ownership of each workplace zone -- is thus postulated to be 

an interdependent decision that partly depends on his decision about the 

density at which he wishes to reside, the quality and level of service of 

alternate modes, the price per unit of residential space, whether he is a 

ma.le (or, for the zone as a whole, the proportion of males in the labor 

force), and the size of his family (0r the percentage belonging to fami-

lies exceeding two persons). 

The reasoning for this has to do with the underlying consumer choice 

llGd.el and the relative prices of alternative services. It the worker 

Wishes to reside at a low-density site, his journey-to-work will probably 

be quickest and cheapest if he drives his own auto since, by and large, 

low-density residential sites have rather poor public transportation 
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services. He can choose bus-commuting only by paying much higher site 

rents for tb:>se few low density sites with good transit access; in the 

more usual low density areas he faces a very time-consuming COJllDUtation 

without an auto. In either instance, for a majority, the private auto

mobile is probably the cheapest form of commutation if low-density resi

dential services are consumed. Thus, we would expect to find a positive 

correlation between mean autombile ownership and the percentage of zone 

j's workers residing in single-family dwelling units. 

The quality of public transportation services at his workplace would 

also be expected to significantly affect his decision on buying an auto

mobile. The author would expect the mean automobile ownership to be much 

lower in wor}:place zones well serviced by public transportation, and thus 

that there should be a negative relationship between the level of bus ser

vice in the zone and mean automobile ownership. The measure of bus service 

levels used in this analysis is the number of coach miles per acre within 

the zone in 1958. Coach miles are defined as the number of miles of tran

sit lines within the workplace zone times the number of buses on each line 

in a 24-hour period. 

For a number of reasons, the author would also expect automobile 

ownership to be greater in zones with high percentages of males. First, 

there has been a cultural factor at work which has ma.de it less likely 

for females to own and operate automobiles; this factor is probably be

comi.ng less important, however. Two-car families are still JD9derately 

rare even among those with more than a single wage earner. Werkplaces 

with a high proportion of females are prabably represented by maey 

multiple-worker families. Moreover, since women earn less than men, they 
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are less likely to own automobiles; for the same reason, single women are 

less likely to own them than are single men. Finally, for the reasons out

lined in the discussion on residential space consumption, it is likely that 

VE>men consume less residential space than men do. 

It is fairly obvious that income should be positively related to 

automobile ownership, even if the effects of residential space consumption, 

sex, and the level of transit service are held constant. Automobiles are 

valued for more than mere transportation; they also provide a number of 

com:f'orts, conveniences, privacies, and other utilities which have positive 

value to the household. 

It would also be reasonable to expect mean automobile ownership to 

increase with family size. Traveling by bus or other forms of transit is 

more bothersome, tiring, and inconvenient for adults when they have to 

take children along. The desire to own automobiles is thus likely to be 

stronger in families with one or more children regardless of their con

sumption of residential space. Furthermore, the cost of automobile trans

portation rapidly becomes competitive with that of public transportation 

as passengers are added to the vehicle. The author would therefore expect 

a family-size effect in addition to a space consumption and income effect. 

The Estimating Eq_uation for Mean Automobile OWnership 

The estimating equation for mean automobile ownership succeeds in 

explaining just under half of the total variance in the dependent variable. 

(See Table 5J Four of the five variables are significant at the one-per

cent level. The single variable that fails to be statistically significant 

at that level is the ma.le percentage of the zone's workers. Apparently, 
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.the cultural factor inhibiting automobile ownership by females, stated 

above as probably becoming less important, has in fact alreai!Jr become so. 

The contribution of the remaining four variables to tlae explanation 

of total variance appears to be approximately equal. As postulAted above, 

mean automobile ownership is higher for those workplace zones which pos-

sess a higher proportion of workers residing in single-family dwelling 

units, a higher proporti0n belonging to families having more than two 

members, a higher mean family income, and a higher proportion of male 

workers. It should be pointed out that the income variable is highly 

Ta.ble 5 

EQUATION (2): MEAN AUTCMOBILE OWNERSHIP 

F. Rs B. s. Y. 
Variable J J J J J 

Rerrl"ession Coeff. .oo4 .oo4 -.0~1 .0007 .ooL. 

Std. Error .ooo8 • ooor9 .007 .ooo6 .001 

Partial Corr. Coef'f. .31 .25 -.28 .OS .22 

Inter- Std Er-
Coeff. of Det. .49 cept .466 ror Est. .12 

significant in this equation; its regression coefficient is four times its 

standard error. 

The leyel of transit service provided at the workplace also has the 

expected effect on the level of automobile ownership. The mean level of 

automobile ownership is inversely related to the number of eeiacb miles of 

tre.nsi t service provided to the worh'"})lace. 'lll.is suggests ~t there are 

perhaps substantial numbers of captive automobile owners ~ at work-

places having very low levels of transit service or none at all. 

i 
l 
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The automobile ownership f'unction thus explains an acceptable pro-

portion of the total variance in automobile ownership of workers employed 

in the 254 workplace zones and contains few surprises in the sense of 

exhibiting statistical results unexpected a priori. It therefore seems 

to support the appropriateness of the consumer-choice hypotheses under-

lying this research. 

THE MJDE CHOICE FUNCTIONS 

From the discussions and results presented in previous sections, it 

should be apparent that the choice of mode by a household, and thus the 

proportion of each zone's workers using a given mode, are related to the 

residential space consumption of the individual worker or the average 

residential space consumption of the zone's workers; the worker's income 

or the mean income of the zone's workers; the sex of the worker or the 

male proportion of the zone's labor force; whether the worker has an auto-

mobile at his disposal or, in the case of the workplace zone, the mean 

automobile ownership of the zone; and finally, the level of service pro-

vided by the alternate transportation modes. 

Like the residential space consumption variable, mode choice is an 

attribute variable, and again requires the use of more than a single es

timating equation. For the mode choice portion of the model, the author 

has decided on three estimating equations. The dependent variables are 

the proportion of zone j's workers who are auto drivers, the percentage 

i 
·who are public transit passengers, and the percentage using all other 

modes. As in the previous examples, the first two estimates are linear 

regression equations. The third is obtained by subtracting the first two 
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equations from l.O. There are some good reasons for using, as the de-

pendent variables, the percentage of automobile drivers and the percentage 

using public transit. The automobile driver variable largely' determines 

the highway capacity required to handle the journey-to-work travel. In 

a large proportion of instances, journey-to-work automobile riders belong 

to car pools, or are members of the same family vho share an automobile. 

For this reason these trips require less highway capacity. The proportion 

of transit riders is of substantial interest because of the contribution 

it makes to the current policy controversy over the appropriate roles of 

public mass and private automobile transportation. 

Equations (3a) through (3c) represent the equations estimated by 

least squares. 

The l'1ode Choice Eq,uations: 

(3a) ~ A+ ~Aj 
s 

~Bj +~ + ')Sj + ~Nj = + A2Rj + 
J 

(~) ~ 
I ' ~Rs ' I ' ' = A+ ~j + + ~Bj + ~4yj + ')Sj + ~Nj J j 

(3c) ~ = l.O - ~ -~ 
J J J 

Dependent Variables: 

~ =percentage of zone j's workers who are auto drivers; 

'~ 
! J 

=percentage of zone j's workers who use public transit; 
' 

'~ 
j 

=percentage of zone j's workers using other modes. 
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Independent Variables: 

AJ =mean automobile ownership of zone j's workersj 

R~ =percentage of zone j's workers residing in single-family dwelling 

units; 

Bj = coach miles of transit service in zone jj 

Yj =the mean family income of zone j's workers; 

S. =the ma.le proportion of zone j's workers; 
J 

N. =proportion of zone j's workers belonging to families with a single 
·J 

wage earner. 

As pointed out in previous sections, the author would expect the 

proportion of the zone's workers who are auto drivers to be directly re-

lated to the zone's mean automobile ownership. Conversely, the author 

would expect there to be an inverse relationship between the mean auto-

mobile ownership and the proportion of the zone's workers riding transit. 

It was also pointed out that auto usage is more frequent among workers 

who reside in single-family dwelling units. Automobile use should be 

inversely related to the level of transit service available at the work-

place, and transit usage should be directly related to that level. Since 

higher-income workers would be expected to place higher value on their 

time, the author would expect to find a higher proportion ot auto drivers 

in higher-income zones, even when automobile ownership and the level of 

transit service are held constant. This is because it nearly always takes 
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less time to travel a given distance by auto than by public transit, 

while the money costs per mile may be lower by public transit. Further, 

since females less often know how to drive, usually have lover incomes, 

and less often own automobiles, the author would expect the proportion of 

males employed in the zone to be positively correlated with a high pro

portion of auto drivers and negatively correlated With a high proportion 

of public transit usage, even with income and auto ownership held constant. 

Finally, the author would expect that the probapility of a worker's being 

an automobile driver would be greater in households having a single wage 

earner than in those having two or more wage earners. 

THE RIDRESSION EQUATIONS :FOR M:>DE CHOICE 

Tables 6 and 7 give the multiple regression equations for the per

centages of zone j's workers who are auto drivers and those who use public 

transit. Both equations explain more than eight-tenths of the total 

variance in the dependent variables. Two-thirds of the time, the predicted 

value lies Within one-half of one per cent of the actual value. AJ.l of the 

regression coefficients are significant at the one-per-cent level under 

a two-tailed t ratio test and all have the signs expected a priori. 

The most powerful explanatory variable seems to be that of family 

labor-force participation. This states that when there are two or more 

wage earners in the family, there is a very high probability that only one 

ot them will be an automobile driver and one will be a public transit 

rider. 

What appears to be the second most important explanatory variable is 

the zone's mean automobile ownership. Auto ownership thus seems to de

serve some of the faith placed in it by the traffic analysts. More 
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Table 6 

EQUATION ( 3a) : PERCENTAGE OF WHITES WHO ARE AU'ID DRIVERS, 
FOR 254 WORKPLACE ZONES 

A. R~ B. s. yj Variable J J J J 

Regression 
Coeff. 31.56 .o87 -1. 788 .229 .1~2 

Std. Error 3.51 .o45 .413 .o4o .059 
Partial Corr. 

Coeff. .50 .12 -.26 .34 .14 

Inter- Std Er-

Nj 

.~~7 

.029 

.59 

l Coeff'. of Det .82 cept -18.49 ror Est. 6.93 

Table 7 

EQUATION ( 3b) : PERCENTAGE OF WHITES USING TRANSIT, 
FOR 254 WORKPLACE ZONES 

I A. R~ B. s. Y. Variable J J J J J 

Regression 
Coeff. -22.10 -.o88 3.253 -.209 -.174 --

Std. Error 3.51 .o44 .412 .o4o .059 

Partial Corr. 
Coeff'. -.37 -.12 .45 -.32 -.18 

L eoe:rf'. of ret. .83 
Inter-
ce:12t 

Std Er-
86.o6 ror Est. 6.92 

N. 
J 

-.358 

.029 

-.61 

careful examination suggests that its net effect is probably less than is 

suggested in the equation, and illustrates the importance of considering 

it as endogenous rather than exogenous. 

From Table 5, p. 34, we can see that the mean level ot aut()DK)bile 

ownership is itself a f'unction of the level of transit service, the pro-

portion of workers residing in single-family units, the mean income of 

I 
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the zone's workers, and the ma.le proportion of the,zone's workers. These 

five variables explain 50 per cent of the variation in autemG>bile owner

ship. There is evidence that the automobile ownership variable in this 

equation incorporates part of this effect. 'I.ables 8 and 9 give the same 

equations with the automobile ownership variable omitted. Omission of 

mean automobile ownership reduces the explained variance by only 6 per 

cent for the percentage of the zone's workers who are auto drivers, and 

by only 3 per cent for the percentage of j's workers who are transit 

users. 

As might be expected, the remaining difference is taken up by the 

variables of income, transit service, and percentage residing in single

family units. It should be noted that these are independent variables in 

the auto ownership equation. 

The regression equations for mode choice explained an unusually high 

proportion of the total variance for this type of a model, especially 

considering the low level of aggregation. It too was largely consistent 

with our a priori formulation of the problem, and supports the appropri

ateness of the underlying mode. 

THE JOURNEY-TO-WORK-LENGTH FUNCTION 

The journey-to-work rIRY be measured in a number of ways; in this 

model it is measured by elapsed time. The estinate of mean elapsed time 

was obtained from the home interview, in which the household member was 

asked to give the times of departure and arrival for each trip. Since, 

tor the worktrip at least, the person interviewed was not the person 

ma.king the trip, this elapsed-time estimate may contain a substantial 

error. There is no apparent reason, however, for there being any 
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Table 8 

RIDRESSION EQUATION FOR PERCENTAGE WHO ARE AUTO DRIVERS, 
WITH AUTO!'-DBILE OWNERSHIP OMITTED 

S I f : 
RJ. I Bj , Sj i Y. : N . 

I I ! J I J I 

Regression Coeff. 
--~-~ 22-7 --~-_-2 .-83-1-. 2-48 ---t--.-28-0 --1- .-~6~ - - -, 

-- -1 

1f---s_td_._Er_ro_r _____ ---1-__ ._o4_8 ___ ". .46 i . o46 -i---· o6-~---- / . 034 I 
I .26 \ .56 ---1 

l 

I 

! 

Partial Corr. Coeff. .29 -.37 
Inter-

Coeff. of Det. . 76 cept 

Table 9 

i 

I .33 

i 
i .607 

Std Er
ror Est. 

I 
/ 7,q7 

RIDRESSION EQUATION FOR PERCENTAGE WHO ARE TRANSIT USERS, 
WITH AUTOIDBILE OWNERSHIP OMITI'ED 

R~ I ' 
B. s. Y. N. 

Ya;rial;il!i ; J J I J ! J J 
' I i 
! 

Rein-ession Coeff. i -.186 ~.98 -.222 -.278 -. i75 

Std. Error 
I 

.o45 l .42 .o42 .o61 .Oil 

I 
Partial Corr. Coeff'. ~ - . 26 .51 -.~2 -.28 -.60 

I Inter- Std Er-
Coeff. of Det. I .So 72.7 ror Est. 7.44 

--

---

cept ----------

particular bias in the responses, and much of the error may be self-

cancelling when the aggregation by workplace zone is carried out. 

'l'be Equations 

Equation (4) gives the elapsed time equation estin:ate4 in this 

section. 

! 

I 
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(4) 

Dependent variable: 

Tj =mean elapsed time in hours and tenths spent by j's workers in 

reaching work. 

Independent Variables: 

RS• -- f I . percentage o j s workers residing in single-family units; 
J 

Yj =mean income of j's workers in hundreds of dollars; 

P. = 11.5 minus the airline distance from the Central Business District, 
J 

where 11.0 = the maximum distance -- the proxy -variable for the 

price of residential space for workers employed in each of the 

workplace zones; 

S . = male percentage of the zone 's workers; 
J 

N. = percentage of j's workers belonging to families having a single wage 
J 

earner; and 

b 
Mj = the percentage of j's workers using public transit. 

Ex;pected Relationships 

In the elapsed time equation the author would expect the mean elapsed 

time spent by the zone's workers in reaching work to be posi\ively cor-

related with the proportion of its workers residing in single-ta.mily 

dwelling units. In the section on residential space consumption it was 

suggested that, for households employed in large urban areas, the payment 
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of location rents and transportation expenditures for the journey-to-worl: 

are substitutable or alternative means of gaining access to the workplace. 

It is hypothesized that the worker makes marginal decisions between higher 

expenditures for his residential site per unit of residential space, and 

higher transportation expenditures, until his savings in location rents 

are less than the increase in his commuting cost measured in both money 

and time. Given a schedule of location rents and of transportation alter

natives, the length of the journey-to-work he is willing to make thus 

depends on his potential savings in location rents. The magnitude of 

these savings, and thus the length of his journey-to-work, largely depend 

on his consumption of residential space. 

We would expect the length of time the worker spends in his journey

to-work to be directly related to the price of residential space. The 

higher the location rent function, the longer the journey-to-work should 

be at every level of residential space consumption. For this reason, the 

author would expect the proxy variable to be negatively correlated with 

journey-to-work length. 

Because the labor force attachment of women is generally weaker than 

that of men, because they more often belong to families having low space 

preference, and because they often belong to families having more than a 

single wage earner, the author would expect them, on the average, to make 

shorter journeys-to-work than males; consequently, the average length of 

the journey-to-work, in both time and distance, should be greater for 

those zones with high proportions of male workers. 

In zones with large proportions of workers belonging to families 

having a single wage earner, we would expect to find longer journeys-to

work than in zones where the proportion is lower. 
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In zones with high proportions of transit riders, we would expect to 

find higher mean elapsed times for the journey-to-worl<. than in zones with 

low proportions of transit usage, if the effects of residential space 

consumption, income, etc., are held constant. 

The elapsed time variable is a complex index, measuring both the 

spatial separation of the household's workplace and residence and the 

worker's decision about the relative value of his time and his money 

income. Underlying it is a substitution relationship between a mode 

usually having higher average cost, but higher speed -- the automobile 

and a mode having lower speed, but lower cost the bus or transit mode. 

In addition, because of differences in the levels of transit service 

available from zone to zone, various alternatives are available to the 

various workers. 

If the effects of residential space consumption, the price of resi

dential space, etc. are held constant, the author would expect that 

higher income households would make shorter journeys-to-work in tenns of 

elapsed time. Zones with higher income households would, on the average, 

be marked by shorter mean elapsed times. 

The Regressions on Elapsed Time 

Table 10 gives the coefficient of multiple detennination, the 

standard error of estiloo.te, the regression coefficients, and the standard. 

: errors of the regression coefficients upon mean elapsed time. The re

gression equation explains 65 per cent of the total variance in the de

pendent variable: mean elapsed time. 

The signs for the proportion using transit, the proportion male, and 

the location rent proxy are all positive. The first variable states that 
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the mean elapsed time spent by a zone ' s workers in reaching worl;: tends to 

increase as the proportion of its workers using public transit increases. 

Underlying this are a number of substitution relationships which have been 

partially but not completely spelled out in the previous equations for 

mode choice. Mean elapsed time is also higher for those zones with 

higher proportions of male workers, if income, transit usage, and the 

remaining variables in the equation are held constant. There are a 

number of possible explanations for this. Perhaps the most probable is 

that most women are secondary wage earners and therefore tend to seet 

employment close to home. By and large, their jobs are also less spe

cialized, less attractive, and usually less remunerative than those of 

men. For these reasons women have even more incentive for finding work 

conveniently close to home, rather than going far afield to find genuinely 

attractive positions. Even when these conditions do not prevail, women 

usually belong to households with rather minimal residential space re

quirements, in which case it is again to their advantage to reside near 

their workplaces. 

The final variable having a positive regression coefficient states 

that the length of the journey-to-work increases as the price of residen

tial space increases. This conforms to what the author postulated fron: 

the consumer choice model. It was hypothesized that workers would make 

1onger journeys-to-work at every level of space consumption as the price 

o~ residential space increased, since the savings in locati~n rents would 

be great enough to make longer journeys-to-work economica.l.J¥ rational. 

Three of the equation's variables also have negative signs. These 

are the percentage residing in single-family units, the mean household 
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income, and the percentage of workers belonging to families having more 

·than a single wage earner. It is surprising that the sign is negative 

rer the first of these variables; the author would have expected the mea~ 

jGUrney-to-work of a zone's workers to increase in length as the proper-

tion of workers residing in single-family dwelling units increased. Tne 

Table lO 

EQUATION (4): REnRESSION EQUATION FUR THE MEAN ELAPSED TIME 
SPENT IN THE JOURNEY-'ro-WORK 

I R~ ' l I 
I s. I Y. i P. N. I 

M~ 
I Variable J I J J I J J J 

I 
I I Regression 

Coeff. -.ooo6 .002 -.OOlO .oo6 -.ooo6 .oo4 

I Std. Error .ooo4 .ooo4 .0005 .002 .0003 .0005 
I 

Partial Corr 
Coeff. -.09 .31 -.12 .17 -.12 .43 

Coeff. of 
i 

Inter-
I 

Std Er-
Det. .65 cept .302 ror Est. .o6 -

effect is a very weak one, and the coefficient is not significantly dif-

ferent from zero even at the five-per-cent level. Thus it is not necessary 

to put too much reliance on the sign of the regression coefficient upo~ 

the present single family, and our disappointment may be limited to the 

fact that we failed to obtain a strong relationship between residential 

apace consumption and elapsed time. In part, the negative sign may result 

from the complex nature of the dependent variable. Trips 1Wt a1'gle-family 

dwelling units are more often made by automobile than by b•; they may 

extend over longer distances and cost a higher average of combined money 

and time, but may take less elapsed time. 
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In addition, the failure of the residential space consumption variable 

to measure differences in lot size r:iay mean that it is relatively insensi

tive to variations in the length of the journey-to-work. Really leng trips 

:tram a given workplace are likely to be IIBde to very low density residential 

areas. 

The signs for the last two variables·are as expected. As the zone's 

mean family income increases, the length of the journey-to-work decreases, 

if the proportion using transit, the proportion residing in single-family 

dwelling units, and the price of residential space are held constant. Time 

is a valuable commodity and, ceteris paribus, we would expect its value to 

increase as a function of income. Households would thus be expected to 

substitute dollars for travel-time savings, and the mean elapsed time 

should be less for higher income households. 

The coefficient upon income is relatively small in this equation; 

however, this does not mean that differences in income have an insignificant 

effect on mean elapsed time. On the contrary, its effect is probably sub

stantial, since differences in income affect a number of the other inde

pendent variables used in the equation. 

Finally, it is also a reasonable result to find that zones with large· 

proportions of multiple-wage-earner families have lower mean elapsed 

journey-to-worl: times. 

This is the last of the estimating equations for the household loca

tional and tripmaking model. All of the equations b.a.ve had good explanatory 

power. Section V examines the interdependencies in the model as whole. 
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V. USE OF THE MJDEL FOR ANALYZING :WCATIONAL AND 
TRIFMAKING BEHAVIOR 

It is now possible for us to use the model to analyze the effects of 

changes in various of our endogenous and exogenous variables on workers' 

locational and tripmaking behavior. There are a number of valid concerns 

about using the model in this way, many of which are not inconsequential 

questions concerning the statistical properties of the data upon which the 

estimates are based, and the statistical technique itself. Recogniz.ing 

that there are limitations and problems inherent in the model and the 

estimation technique, let us in an exploratory and tentative way use the 

model to evaluate the probable effects of changes in the values of a 

number of its variables. 

The estimating equations presented in previous sections are repro-

duced here in standardized form. The regression coefficients obtained 

from the original estimating equations have been transformed to beta 

coefficients, which in effect are regression coefficients transposed to 

stand.a.rd comparable units. The great value of the beta coefficients is 

that unlike regression coefficients in actual units, the relative effect 

of each independent variable on the dependent variable is indicated by the 

relative magnitude of its beta coefficient. Because the data probably 

fail to meet the stringent tests of multivariate normality, although they 

are probably better in this regard than are most survey data used by so-

eial scientists in their analyses, it will be necessary to use caution 

in interpreting these beta coefficients. 
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THE ROORESSION EQUATIONS IN STANDARDIZED FORM 

(la) 

(lb) 

(le) 

(ld) 

(2) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c} 

(4) 

R~ = .190Fj + .145sj + .Ol4Yj - .771Pj - .286NJ • 

R~ = .095Fj - .107S. + .Ol6Y. + .635P. + .33J.N. • 
J J J J J 

R~ = -.262Fj - .2008. + .Ol6Yj + ·593P. + .251N. • 
J J J J 

Ro 1 O - Rs R2 Rm j = • j - j - j • 

A. = .295F. + .364R~ - .274B. + .o6os. + .169Y .• 
J J J J J J 

~ = ·333A. + .0'70R~ - .165B. + .197S. + .o66Y. + .423N. • 
J J J J J J J 

M~ = -.224A. - .o68R~ + .288BJ. -.173s. -.o84Y. - .432N .• 
J J J J J J 

M~ = 1.0 - ~ - M~ 
J J J 

6o b s 6 .,,,.,£ T. = • 5M. - .079R. + .2718. - .07 Y. + .207P. - .u::oNj • 
J J J J J J 

THE EFFECT OF AN INCRFASE IN INCOME ON WCATIONAL AND TRIIMAKING BEHAVIOR 

The model suggests that an exogenous increase in the level of income 

would have a number of both direct and indirect effects on the locational 

and tripmaking behavior of households. It is possibly of some interest 

to examine these effects on the mean elapsed time spent by workers in the 

journey-to-work. If we followed the usual appr08.ch of examining only the 

direct effects as indicated by the income variable's regression coefficient 

in Eq. (4), it would appear that a rise in the level of inca11e weuld only 

slightly reduce the mean elapsed time spent by workers in the journey-to-

work. The manner in which these relationships are expressed in Eqs. (1)

(4) makes it evident that we must also consider the indirect income effects. 
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First we may note a slight income effect in the first equation upon the 

consumption of residential space. From Eq. (2) we may note tbat a rise 

in income will tend to increase automobile ownership. The induced increase 

in residential space consumption has a like effect. In considering the 

effect of income on the third equation, we must consider the fact that 

rising income decreases transit usage not only directly but also indirectly 

through increased automobile ownership and increased consumption of resi

dential space. 

Therefore, finally evaluating the effect of an increase in income on 

elapsed time, we must include the direct income effect, which tends to 

reduce travel time; a secondary income effect which reduces transit 

usage -- an indirect space consumption effect -- and a still :f'u:rther re

duction in transit usage and elapsed time resul~ing from increased auto

mobile ownership. 

Since the direct and indirect effects on the dependent variables have 

been examined above for the other three equations, they will only be sum

marized at this point. Residential space consumption, as measured here, 

seems to be income inelastic, so that an increase in income would ap

parently have little effect. In terms of the model presented here, there 

is only a direct effect to consider for automobile ownership. This effect 

is one of increased automobile ownership with increased income. The per

centage of workers using public transit would be affected both by the 

direct effect of income on transit usage and the indirect effect through 

increased automobile ownership. Both tend to reduce transit uage. 

These direct and indirect effects of an exogenous change in the level 

of income may be seen more clearly by solving the normalized regression 
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equations for changes in Yj; the same procedure may be followed by using 

the equations in actual units. The beta forms are presented here because 

it is felt they better facilitate comparison. The equations Will be 

solved sequentially since it will then be easier to substitute the values 

in later equations. 

~ = .Ol4d.Y. 
J J 

(la) 

~ = .Ol6dY. 
J J 

(lb) 

(le) ar.1 = .Ol6dY. 
J J 

The solution of the residential space consumption equations for 

changes in the consumption of residential space resulting from exogenous 

change in income is readily obtained. The beta coefficients give the 

effect of a change in the normalized value of the independent variable on 

the dependent variable, net of the effects of any of the other independent 

variables. The remaining variables drop out, since a change is assumed 

only in the income variable. Equations (la) through {le) show that an 

exogenous change in income would have only a slight effect on the pro-

portion residing in any of the three types of dwelling units. A ten-per-

cent increase in income, for example, would cause only four-tenths of 

one per cent of Detroit's workers to shift from the various forms of non-

dwelling-unit quarters to the three types of dwelling units in Eqs. {la) 

thrGugh (le). This is not an unreasonable estima~e for this type of a 

shift. The surprising thing in this instance is that there are no shifts 

from multiple dwelling units toward the other two types of units and/or 

from two-family to one-family units. 
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In estimating the effect of a change in income on automobile owner-

ship it is necessary for us to consider both a direct incGae effect and 

the very small indirect income effect on the percentage ot single family 

units exhibited in the previous equation. Equation (2) gives the effect 

of the income variable and the endogenous space consumption variable. 

(2) dA. = .364d.R~ + .169dY. • 
J J J 

Substituting Eq. (la) into Eq. (2) yields: 

(2a.l) = .364 ( .014a.Y.) + .169dY. 
J J 

(2a.2) 

In Equation (2a..l), the small coefficient for the income effect upon 

residential space consumption is weighted by a large coefficient upon the 

variable of the percentage residing in single-family dwelling units, to 

provide an indirect income effect upon mean automobile ownership of ap-

proximately .005. If both the direct and indirect effects are included, 

a ten-per-cent increase in income would be expected to lead to a two-per-

cent increase in the mean number of automobiles owned. 

The effect of changes in income on the proportion of workers driving 

automobiles and the proportion using transit is, as might be expected, 

more complex than that for residential space consumption or mean automo-

bile ownership. Equations (3a-) and (3b) are the statistical equations 

for choice of mode. 

(3a-) 

(3b) 

~= 
s ·333dA. + .0'7Qd.R. + 

J J 

d.Mb 
j 

= -.224dA. -.o68d.R6 
-

J j 

.o66d.Yj 

.084d.Y. 
J 
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Substitution of Eqs. (2a.2) and (la) gives the following results: 

(3a.l) 

(3a.3) 

~ = ·333dA. + .O"(OdR~ + .o66d.Y. , 
J J J J 

= .125dY .• 
J 

For the percentage using transit: 

(3b.l) dM~ = - .224dA. - .068dRS- .o84d.Y. , 
J J j J 

(3b.2) = - .224( .174d.Y.) - .068(.014dY.) - .084dY. 
J J J 

(3b. 3) = - .124d.Y. 
J 

, 

The results again are reasonable and quite interesting. As might be 

expected, the two equations are symmetrical-- that for the percentage 

who are auto drivers and that for the percentage who are transit users. 

A ten-per-cent increase in income would increase the proportion of 

Detroit's workers using automobiles by about 1. 2 per cent, and would de-

crease the percentage using transit by about the same proportion. Of 

considerable interest in these equations is the fact that the indirect 

income effects, operating through changes in the percentage residing in 

low-density single-family dwelling units and changes in automobile owner-

abip, are almost as great as the direct effects. This strongly reinf'orces 

and supports our basic premise that to understand the urban transportation 

problem and to formulate appropriate policies it is essential to consider 

the entire complex of land use and transportation relationships. 



'llle final equation in the model is Eq. (4), the elapsed time equa-

tion, which has the most complex effects of the four. 

(4) 6o b s = • 5dM. - .079dR . - .079d.Y. . 
J J J 

Equations (4.1) through (4.3) give the solution of the income effects. 

(4.1) ' 

(4.2) = .6o5(- .124dY.) - .079(.0l4d.Y.) - .079d.Y. , 
J J . J 

( 4.3) = -.155dY. 
J 

A 10-per-cent rise in income, if both the direct and indirect ef-

fects are considered, decreases the amount of elapsed time spent in the 

journey-to-work by about 2 per cent. About half of this is the result of 

a direct income effect and about half results from decreased transit 

usage, part of which is direct and part of which is induced by changes in 

automobile ownership, increased occupancy of single-family dwelling units, 

and changes in income. The indirect effects are again about equal to the 

direct effects upon income. 

This example, the author feels, clearly exhibits the need to be 

explicit about these relationships in our prediction, planning, and re-

search. The interdependencies have been traced out in the model; the 

importance of considering the indirect as well as the direct changes in 

&ey explanatory variable has been illustrated. 

For a number of reasons, the effect of changes in inccmne Jl:i.ght be 

understated in this model. First, as has been pointed out, there might 

well be a positive relationship between income and the consumption of 
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residential space, if the measures of residential space were to include 

differences in lot size for single-family dwelling units. Secondly, the 

income variable is extremely crude and consequently may completely fail 

to measure income relationships throughout the model, or may at least 

underestimate them. Finally, it has been pointed out that the model in

cludes at least two other exogenous variables, which may pick up part of 

the income effects and are in fact correlated with family income. These 

are the number of wage earners in the worker's family and the male per

centage of the zone's workers. 

TF.E EFFECT OF AN EXPANSION OF TRANSIT SERVICE 

It has been hypothesized that an increase in the level and frequency 

of transit service would also have a number of interesting direct and 

indirect effects. The first is that an increase in the level of transit 

service would reduce automobile ownership. Secondly, it would tend to 

increase transit usage, both because of the direct transit service effects 

indicated in Eq. (3) and through the induced reduction in automobile owner

ship. Finally, there would probably be some increase in the amount of time 

spent on the journey-to-work as the transit mode became more competitive 

and workers switched from automobiles to public transit. Their reasons 

for doing so would probably be the lower money cost of transit usage and 

their escaping from high parking fees. As the level of service improved 

and terminal time went down, the time-money ratio would shift for many 

werkers in favor of transit usage. M:iny two-car families would find it 

preferable to get rid of one car and use a transit vehicle tor the 

journey-to-work, leaving the other car at home for the housewife's use 
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and for family trips. Some households would find it possible to give up 

automobiles altogether. 

The following para.graphs examine the direct and indirect effect of 

changes in the level of transit service upon the model's dependent 

variables. 

The effects of changes in the level of transit service at workplaces 

are derived below for the dependent variables: the mean automobile 

ownership, the percentage using transit and the· percentage driving auto-

mobiles, and the mean elapsed time spent in reaching work from hooe. 

Automobile Ownership 

(2) dA. = - .274d13. 
J J 

Mode Choice - Auto Drivers 

(3a.l) ~ = .333dA. - .l65d.B .• 
J J J 

(3a.2) dlf = + • 333( - .274d.B.) - .165d.B. • 
J J J 

- .256d.B .· 
J 

Mode Choice - Transit Users 

( 3b .1) dM~ = - .224dA. + .288d.B. 
J J J 

(3b.2) dM~ = - .224(-.274d.Bj) + 
J 

(3b .3) dM~ = .349d.B. 
J J 

. 

.288d.B. 
J 

• 
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Elapsed Time 

(4.1) dTj = .6o5dM. 
J 

(4.2) dTj = .6o5(-.256dBj) 

(4.3) dT. = - .155dB. 
J J 

From these equations it can be seen that a 10-per-cent improvement in 

transit service at Detroit workplaces would decrease automobile ownership 

by about 3 per cent, and a 10-per-cent decrease would increase automobile 

ownership by the same amount. It is of considerable interest to note, 

subject to the reservations noted about the estillates of the income effects, 

that a 10-per-cent increase in the level of transit service would decrease 

automobile ownership by a larger amount than a 10-per-cent increase in 

income would increase it. 

The effects of a curtailment in transit service, as might be expected, 

would be somewhat more for the mde choice equations. A 10-per-cent 

decline in transit service would reduce the percentage using transit by 

about 2-1/2 per cent and increase the number of auto drivers by about 

3-1/2 per cent. This suggests that more workers would switch from riding 

buses than would become auto drivers. This too is not an unreasonable 

result. A portion of the lost bus riders would probably become auto riders 

or would walk to work, since some may be unable or unwilling to drive. 

The final equation states that as the level of transit aervice is 

cm-tailed, the mean elapsed time spent in the journey-to-work would 

decrease. This primarily results from the Bhi:f't to the possibly more 

expensive, but private automobile. 
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Thus, as in the income change a.na.lysis, there are substantial and 

important interdependencies and indirect effects resulting from a change 

in the level of one of our explanatory variables. It is tlle purpose of 

this analysis to provide greater insights into these relationships. 

THE ~T OF CHANGE3 m IOOATION RENTS ON IOOATIONAL AND 
TRIPMAKlNG BEHAVIOR 

From the standardized regression equations on p. 49 it is obvious 

that the location rent proxy is an important and powerful explanatory 

variable. Changes in the level or distribution of that variable have a 

considerable effect on all of the dependent variables included in the 

nx>del. In the residential space consumption equation it is more than twice 

as important as any other variable. It is also highly important in the 

elapsed time equation and indirectly, through changes in residential space 

consumption, would have a substantial effect on the level of automobile 

ownership and on the utilization of alternative transportation modes. 

The fact that the author bas been unsuccessful in adequately explain-

ing this function or in providing anything like positive empirical evidence 

of it does not mean that he has no ideas as to its determinants or as to 

its interpretation and meaning. It was stated above that although this 

function may be picking up a number of other effects as well, the author 

believes its primary explanation is as a price variable which rather grossly 

and crudely describes the price that households or other economic units 

mat pay to utilize urban space for their activities. The ana:cy-&is of the 

residua.ls from the percentage of workers residing in singl.e-f'am:l.:cy dwell-

ing units provides, the author believes, some evidence supporting this view. 

Given this as a starting point and drawing upon some of the theoretical 
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work cited earlier, it is not too difficult to hypothesize about possible 

changes in the function. For example, technological improvwnts that 

reduce either the money costs or time costs of transportat1911 services would 

tend to lower the surface absolutely, if unaccompanied by any other changes 

such as increases in population or greater concentration of existing employ

ment. The model suggests that this lowering might be less than initially 

expected or that certain indirect effects would logically result from a 

fall in the surface which would feed back and affect the changes in the 

surface itself. The model suggests that one such feedback would be an 

increase in households' consumption of' residential space, resulting in an 

expansion in the aggregate demand f'or residential space by households even 

if the population remained constant. This would certainly lessen the fall 

in these prices and would probably lead to cbanaes in the configuration of' 

the surface. One probable result would be that the surf'ace would tend to 

flatten and the margin of' the surface would certainly be extended. It is 

altogether possible that aggregate land values or location rents might even 

rise as a result, if the price elasticity of' residential space consumption 

were high enough. The result in any case would be a larger metropolitan 

area, with a higher average consumption of residential space. 

Just as certainly, an expansion of employment and population would 

cause the location rent surface to shif't. The character of these shif'ts 

voul.d largely depend on the location of the new employment opportunities. 

Ii' they were near the center or near existing e111>loyment l.ecatiens, thereby 

raising employment densities, the surface YOUld probably shi:tt predominantly 

upward. By way of contrast, if the new empl0yment were on the periphery, 

the surface would probably shif't upward more on the periphery and less near 
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the center. I.f no other change occurred, the surf'ace would also probably 

be higher near the center. Most of' the effects, however, 1IOUl4 9e in terms 

ef raising peripheral location rents and in terms of' increasing the size 

ef the urban area. 

If there were decreases in employment and population or a redistribu-

tion of employment that lessened densities near the center, the changes in 

the surface would probably be symmetrical.. 

Thus let us consider the effects of changes in the location rent prG>xy . 

on the location and tripmaking variables included in the model. In the 

.following paragraphs, the model's equations have been solved in terms of 

the location rent proxy. Equations (la.l) through (lc.l) give the solutions 

for the residential space consumption equations. Equations (2.1) through 

(2.3) give its direct and indirect effects on autaoobile ownership. The 

solutions for mode choice are given in Eqs. (3a.l) through (3b.3), and 

those .for the :mean elapsed ti:me spent in reaching work from home in Eqs. (4.1) 

through (4.3). 

Residential Space Consumption 

(la.l) dR~ = - .771dPj • J 

dR~ = .635d.Pj 
J 

(lb.l) 

dR1:1 = .593d.Pj . 
J 

(lc.l) 
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Mean Automobile Ownership 

(2.1) d.A. = .364dR~ • 
J J 

(2.2) 

(2.3) d.Aj = - .28ldP j • 

Mode Choice - Auto Ownership 

(3a.l) 

(3a.2) fil.f. = .333(-.281dP.) + .070(-.T7ldP.) • 
J J J 

(3a.3) cnf.' = - .147dP .• 
J J 

Mode Choice - Transit Usage 

(3b .1) 

(3b.2) 

(3b.3) 

Mean Elapsed Time 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

dM~ = - .224d.A. - .o68dR~ • 
J J J 

b 
dM. = .115dP .• 

J J 

b s dT. = .6o5dM. - .079dR. + .207dP. • 
J J J J 

d.Tj = .6o5(.ll5dP) - .079(-.779<1Pj) + .207dPj • 

dT. = .338dP .• 
J J 
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The model states that an increase in the price of' residential space 

(which might, as noted earlier, be caused by an increase in ell(>loyment at 

e:tisting workplaces located within the urban area) would have a substantial 

effect; a 10-per-cent increase in the proxy variable would result in nearly 

a 10-per-cent decrease in the proportion of' a zone's workers residing in 

single-f'a.mily units. The displaced workers would be rehoused by approxi

mately a 6-per-cent increase in the proportions of both the percentage 

residing in single-family dwelling lmits and of.the percentage residing in 

mu1tiple dwelling units. The mean percentages by structure type for the 

254 workplace zones are currently 67.7 per cent residing in single-family 

dwelling units, 16.8 residing in two-family dwelling units, and 11.9 re

siding in mu1tiple dwelling units. If the increase were uniform for all 

areas, the equation would suggest that the proportions following a 10-per

cent rise in the proxy variabl.e would be on the order of 52 per cent 

residing in single-family dwelling units, 27 in two-family dwelling units, 

and 19 in mu1tiple dwelling units. 

This, it should be noted, would lead.·to a substantial increase in 

residential densities. These higher residential densities and workplace 

densities would have a very important bearing on the types of transportation 

facilities that would be optimal. for serving the journey-to-work. 

Equations (2.1) through (2.3) indicate that these higher residential 

densities would probably result in reduced car ownership. 

Both through lower car ownership and higher residential. densities, the 

rise in location rents would lead to an increase in transit usage and a 

decrease in the proportion driving autos to and from work. 

Final.ly, the increase in location rents would lead to a lengthening 
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of the journey-to-work. This is in part a result of greater transit usage. 

A greater part results from the higher transportation-cost/location-rent 

break-even point. About two-thirds of the total increase results from a 

direct effect on trip length exerted by the location rent increase. The 

remaining increase of one-third results primarily from the greater transit 

usage. 

THE EFFECTS OF OTHER VARIABLES 

It would be possible to trace the effects of a number of the other 

variables through the nx>del; in fact the number of such exercises that 

could be carried out using even this very simple nx>del is very large. 

These three specific examples are presented primarily as illustrations of 

the potential uses of such a nx>del, if sufficient confidence can be acquired 

in its reliability. In addition, it was the author's objective to illus

trate the complexities of the tripma.k.ing/land-use relationships we are 

groping with; and to emphasize the importance of embracing as many as 

possible of their interdependencies. This model, although mre complex 

and m:>re explicit than those usually employed in traffic, transportation, 

and land use ana.J.ysis, is still :far :f'rom being an adequate or complete 

representation of these complex relationships. 

The mdel has a number of obvious shortcomings. The shortcomings of 

the proxy variable used for the location rent f\mction have already been 

J111Dtioned specifically. We at RAND have considered the betterment of our 

lm.derstanding of the urban land market as essential to our ettorts to 

construct a meaningful and reasonably useful IOOdel of an urban comunity 

for use in studying these critical transportation and land use relationships. 

As yet our efforts in this direction have been less than notable, although 
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ve feel that by explicitly recognizing the importance of this factor in 

our research, we are somewhat better off than we would be 11' we ignored 

it. True, we "flf3.Y discover after considerable effort, soul-searching, 

and research that there is nothing to the idea, as many of our fellow re

searchers suggest; but this is a hazard we are willing to accept. If the 

outcome did indeed prove to be negative, however, we would still find it 

necessary to forge another explanation for what are apparently very usef'ul 

proxy variables • 

In the same vein, if our and other researchers' intuitions and hypothe

ses about the fundamental operation of the urban l.and market are correct, it 

will probably be necessary for us to trace out the effects of a number of 

our endogenous and exogenous variables on the location rent surface. Changes 

in the costs of transportation services, changes in the consumption of 

residential space, changes in the distribution of employment, and changes in 

the level of population or employment certainly affect -- and, we suspect, 

largely determine -- the location rent surface. These relationships must be 

explicitly treated and some way of stimu.l.ating them must be found for the over

all model. That is, it is apparent that the location- rent variable, which we 

treated as exogenous in this model, is in fact very much endogenous. Cer

tainly, incomes, the level of transit services, etc., affect the location 

rent surface. It is probable that these are longer-run adjustments than 

are the others included in this model, but are all the same interdependent. 

Similarly, over a longer adjustment period, there is 9'f'14etly a func

tional relationship between transit usage and transit servioe. Some urban 

researchers have offered a kind of "vicious circle 11 theory to explain the 

decline in transit usage. They argue that reductions in service leve1s 
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lead to reductions in usage, reductions in usage lead to further curtail

ments in service, further curtailments in service lead to retluctions in 

usage, and so on. As noted above 1 there is probably some T&l.141 ty to this 

observation; whether their conclusions and prescriptions logically follow 

from this observation is another issue. These researchers o:ften then 

suggest that the appropriate short-run urban transportation policy is to 

grant a large subsidy to provide levels of transit service higher than have 

ever been experienced, untii a service-usage equilibrium is reached at 

which this improved super transit system becomes self-sustaining or can 

operate with only a small subsidy. 

As with the previous example, the bus service level may be considered 

as it is here, as exogenous for the individual work.er or for the shorter

run adjustment and decision-ma.king period implicit in this model. 

It is probable that in future work the author will explicitly consider 

the functional relationship between transit service levels and transit 

usage, workplace and residence densities, and other such variables which 

probably affect transit service levels. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

'lb.is bas been a p~gress report on research directed toward the 

eventual development of a residentia1 location and tripma.king submodel 

tor use in the projected RAND mod.el of an urban community. (See Pre:f'ace, 

p. iii.) 'lhe multiple equation recursive model reported here wa.s esti

mated by using -least' squares regression techniques applied to cross-
~ - ---- - ' '".: 

sectional data obtained from the Detroit Area Tra.:f':f"ic Study's home-inte~ew 

origin a.nd destination study. The worktrips of more than 40,000 sa.mpl.ed 

workers were aggregated to ?54 spatially se:pe.rate workplace zones. The 

mode1 explains four types of' locational. and tripmaking behavior for the 

white workers employed in these 254 zones: residential space consumption, 

automobile <JWnership, mode choice, and length of journey-to-work. The 

final model has, in all, seven statistical a.nd two definitional equations. 

The dependent variables for these nine equations are the percentage of 

each zone's workers residing in single-fa.m:i.J.¥ dwelling units, the percen-

tage residing in two-family units, the percentage residing in multiple 

units, the percentage residing in non-dwelling-unit quarters, the mean 

automobile ownership of the zone's workers, the percentage of the zone's 

workers who are auto drivers, the percentage who are transit users, the 

percentage who are neither auto drivers nor transit users, and the mean 

elapsed time spent by the zone's workers in reaching work from their 

places of residence. 

'lbe proportion of explained variance for the seven statistical 

equations is uniformly high; the regression coe:f':f"icients are genera.J.J.y 

significant at the one-per-cent level, and they have signs consistent with 

the underlying consumer-choice hypotheses upon which the statistical mod.el 

is based. 
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'lhe major directions in which. im_provement is currently being sought 

are: (l) e:f'f'orts to explain additional aspects of ho"1Sehold locationaJ. 

and tripmaking bebavi&r a.nd to improve on the explanatien of the aspects 

considered in this model; (2) the provisi~n of a mre adequate exp°la.na.tion 

ef the mecha.nisms and dynamics ef the urban market for reaJ. property and 

fer loeatien; and (3) bmdening of the range f)f expertm.entatit>n and 

analysis to include ~re metroit0lltan areas, and thus te include a 

greate~. range of experience a.nd of urban ferms and structures. 


